
 

 
 
Headlands Track, Abel Tasman National Park 
 
From Totaranui Beach, head over the estuary at low tide, and head right when you come up from the beach.  
The track gets you up high quickly through the very beautiful forest and out onto the headland where a small 
seat awaits with a snapshot view of Totaranui Beach and Awaroa to the south.  
There’s pretty good birdlife on the walk and you will almost certainly see a few weka running about and 
probably kererū and tui diving through the canopy.  
The trail dips up and down, but mostly down though long, airy avenues of manuka.  
The track curves around to the west and then south as it begins to drop back to the estuary. At this point, the 
canopy is more open and views of the beach below become frequent.  
Soon, a track junction is reached where the Headland Track intersects with the main Abel Tasman Coast 
Track heading north to Anapai and Separation Point. If you are still keen, Anapai is just another 30 minutes 
on, but Separation is more than two hours away and best left for a longer excursion.  
A pleasant winding track leads to the head of the estuary at Totaranui and then it is a flat and very scenic walk 
around the estuary, through forests, wetlands and a short hillside terrace trail to the open sands where you 
crossed earlier.  
If you got the tides right, it’s an easy crossing. But if the water has come in, you’ll have to take the longer track 
and road option back to the start.  
 
Wild File  
Access At the north end of Totaranui Beach the Coast Track continues across the estuary and onto the 
headland  
Grade Easy 
Time 45-60min 
Distance 3.84km 
Total ascent 280m 
Map BN25 
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Disclaimer: While every effort has been made to map this route correctly, Wilderness does not accept responsibility for any errors. Users should plan their routes and gather as much 

information as possible before departing. The GPX file associated with this route has been drawn using Memory-Map software, version 6. Use descretion when following the route, 
especially when no track is marked on the map. The GPX file in these cases are a ‘best guess’ of the route only. Users should use a combination of GPS, visual observations, maps 

and compass to find the best possible route. Memory Map shows purple tracks and hut icons as verified routes and huts. Red or blue routes are those drawn by Wilderness.  
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